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More than words: helping parents
develop communication and social

skills in children with autism
spectrum disorder [Fern Sussman] at

Amazon.com Very often I help
parents deal with their anxiety at the

very first moment when they
encounter difficulties in

communicating with their
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child.Every day, overcoming the
cold, fear or reproach that they do

not understand their own child, they
hopefully think: "What if we do not
succeed?" Here's what I suggest. The

best thing that can be done for
parents is to treat their children as if
all people would really help them.

Most parents are able to develop and
reinforce reflective behavioral
responses that can be especially
helpful when interacting with

children. The easiest thing I can do
for them is just repeat and repeat. "
The children I have had the good

fortune to meet have shown excellent
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development in languages â€‹â€‹and
various sciences, because I have had
enough time in my life to help them

and awaken their abilities.
Bibliography A. R. Burton

"Delighted About Me: My Little
Perfect Teacher for the Adventurous

Spectrum" Douglas H. Harris
"Imagination and Social Impact:

How Children Reach the Extreme
Level of Excitement" Janet C.
Huffman "Eugenics and Social

Psychology: Political implications
for the future" Quote from the book:

"Individuals are born with special
abilities and talents. However, most
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gifted children do not seem to show
any interest in learning. How do they

manage to achieve such a level of
energy and motivation for learning?
intelligenceâ€”averaging between
100 and 160 on a standardized IQ

testâ€”shows higher levels of
cognitive and communication skills

as early as childhood. discover much
better abilities than most of us, and
their path to success is often shorter
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